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Glam-VIP fountain pen with precious marble design

Modern trend or timeless beauty? Marble is a very popular and versatile material. Even today, noble and 
glamorous styles are emphasised with this high-quality material. The variety of colours of marble stone is 
impressive and offers many different possibilities to enhance and refine products. Marble has become 
indispensable in the fashion and design scene. Especially in the world of furnishing and jewelry marble is one of 
the favorites.

Schneider's latest piece of art, the Glam VIP, is also very trendy with its marble look, underlining the high value 
of the fountain pen. The VIP series is available in four different colours: Mineral Black, Mineral Blue, Mineral Pink 
and Mineral White. The extravagant clip and the stainless steel nib highligh the classy aspect of the fountain pen.

Besides the beautiful appearance of the fountain pen, the writing quality is also striking. Fine lines and loving 
words are particularly easy to write with the Glam VIP. The stainless steel nib with iridium grain ensures a gentle 
and effortlessly flowing ink stroke. The rubberised and ergonomically shaped grip area offers a secure hold for 
fatigue-free writing. The Glam VIP is suitable for right- and left-handed users. It is refillable with standard ink 
cartridges and thus ensures a long service life. For retailers, the fountain pen is available in an attractive 
presentation display in which all four colour versions are presented. The display is equipped with three fountain 
pens in mineral black and mineral pink and six fountain pens in mineral blue and white.
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The VIP series is available in four different colours: Mineral Black, Mineral Blue, Mineral Pink and Mineral White.
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The variety of colours of marble stone is impressive and offers many different possibilities to enhance and refine 
products.
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Besides the beautiful appearance of the fountain pen, the writing quality is also striking. Fine lines and loving 
words are particularly easy to write with the Glam VIP.
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For retailers, the fountain pen is available in an attractive display in which all four colour versions are presented. 
The display is equipped with three fountain pens in mineral black and mineral pink and six fountain pens in 
mineral blue and white.
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